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DIGIEN CA OFFICE PRO 
The greatest driving force in 

the growth of Indian economy is none other 

than its army of Chartered Accountants. It is 

well said that these intellectuals actually did 

not allow slipping the country during global 

slowdown. These economists are driving 

MSMEs, heart of India’s acclaimed progress. 

Be it any segment, Large, Medium or Small, all 

businesses are managed by CAs. These 

enterprises rely heavily on wits of them. And 

therefore, CAs are very much loaded with 

managing large number of businesses 

throughout the year. 

Work of CAs is heavily dependent on manual 

jobs. Going through financial transactions of 

each client, studying their processes, 

assessing these policies, planning their 

operational & financial growth is time taking, 

cumbersome and heavily reliant on manual 

paper work tasks. It is very much required to 

plan these tasks, manage them, track their 

execution an ultimately convert them to 

monetary outcomes for CAs. 

Almost in every case it happens that staffs of 

CAs actually perform far much work for every 

client than documented in final invoice for the 

client. It’s not always about billing the clients 

much but actually about knowing in fact how 

much effort is spent after each client. This 

kind of analytics actually helps in growth of 

CAs and helps identifying their strongest and 

weakest points. The solution must be 

comprehensive to provide entire 

management of the organization under one 

umbrella. 

SOLUTION 
Today, a tool is required to plan, manage & 

track all tasks done by staffs of CAs. It is 

certainly possible to carry this out for 

permanent & recurrent clients. Spreadsheets 

definitely help in these planning but they have 

their limitations. Managing multiple 

spreadsheets, updating them daily, multi user 

access to them, alerts out of them and 

ultimately analytics out of their data is much 

difficult if not possible. Even obtaining skilled 

staff or training the staff for this will be a 

difficult job. A specific software solution to 

cater to these needs will be very handy, which 

with ease of use and much effort will manage 

all these pain points. 

DIGIEN CA  OFFICEPRO 
DigiEn CA OfficePro offers to assist Chartered 

Accountants in their daily jobs. DigiEn CA 

OfficePro provides facility to plan, manage & 

track all the jobs done by the CAs. It has easy 

to understand process & user friendly 

interface. It extends solution not just to 

manage the tasks but also to manage the 

business. Along with Project Management, it 

comes with its own invoicing, inventory, 

accounting & HR solutions.  

 

 Automates many routine activities 

 Processes tasks faster 
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 Predefined workflow to make operations 

simpler 

 Schedules important items  

 Increases productivity of employees 

 Gives you ratio analysis 

 Access from anywhere 

Plan the routine tasks of all year long in the 

beginning and keep on track the smooth 

process then on. Each employee knows 

exactly on which day what does one has to 

work on. No more sending reports at the end 

of the day as one can check progress of 

organization in real-time. And you come to 

know about important development as soon 

as it happens. This makes analysis of 

organization’s growth easily available. 

Detailed, pin-pointing & informative 

outcomes of the work done by the 

organization are available at any time. And 

most importantly convert this progress into 

financial incomes for the company. 

 

In all, a specific tool to manage the CA 

business is much required today than just an 

accounting tool to write accounts of the 

clients. CAs need to fine-tune their operations 

with just a little help of the technology. An all-

time available, real-time data of the job will 

be far much advantageous. Well planned, 

managed & tracked business always sees the 

upward trajectory. DigiEn will always be 

delighted to be part of the ever-progressing 

industry. 

 

DIGIEN INFOSOFT 
DigiEn InfoSoft LLP has taken up task of 

digitizing organizations. Products and 

solutions provided by DigiEn help 

organizations to automate processes digitally 

and ultimately improve and enhance 

productivity. Enterprise management services 

provided by DigiEn work on the concept of 

digitizing the systems. One umbrella solution 

concept from DigiEn, i.e. DigiEn iON (Digital 

Enterprises intelligent Organization Neurals) 

provides different modules to manage, 

analyse and represent data. Along with this 

DigiEn also offers multiple organization 

management & information security 

solutions. 

Contact us on below mentioned number for 

more details. 

  +91 9016 051 411.  

  info@digien.in.  

 www.digieninfosoft.com/caofficepro. 
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